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NEAR-RINGS OF COMPATIBLE FUNCTIONS

by GUNTER PILZ
(Received 15th September 1978)

1. Summary

In this paper we study near-rings of functions on fl-groups which are compatible
with all congruence relations. Polynomial functions, for instance, are of this type. We
employ the structure theory for near-rings to get results for the theory of compatible
and polynomial functions (affine completeness, etc.). For notations and results
concerning near-rings see e.g. (10). However, we review briefly some terminology
from there. (N, +,.) is a near-ring if (N, +) is a group and . is associative and right
distributive over +. For instance, M(A) := (AA, +,°) is a near-ring for any group
(A, +) (° is composition). If N is a near-ring then No '•= {n G N/nO = 0}. A group (F, +)
is an N-group (we write NF) if a "product" ny is defined with (n + n')y = ny + n'y and
(nn')y = n(n'y). Ideals of near-rings and N-groups are kernels of (N-) homomor-
phisms. If F is a vector-space, M ^ O is the near-ring of all affine transformations on
F. N is 2-primitive on Nr if NT is non-trivial, faithful and without proper N-
subgroups. The (2-) radical and (2-) semisimplicity are defined similarly to the ring
case.

2. Compatible and polynomial functions

In (13), an N-group NF (N a near-ring) is called tame if N = No and every
N-subgroup of N r is an ideal of Nr (= kernel of an N-group homomorphism); N is
tame if there is some faithful tame N-group. We study a similar concept:

Definition 2.1. Let N be a near-ring and NF an JV-group.
(a) NT is gentle if and only if every normal subgroup of (F, +) is an ideal of NF.
(b) N is gentle if and only if there exists some faithful gentle N-group.

We get a lot of interesting examples in the following way.

Definition 2.2 Let A = (̂ 4, fi) be a (universal) algebra.
(a) M(A) := (AA, ft U{»}), where ° means the composition of functions; the opera-*

tions cj 6 fl are defined pointwise.
(b) C(A) := {/eM(A)| for all congruence relations = of A we have that

The functions in C(A) are called compatible.
See (13) for a number of results concerning the structure of compatible near-rings.
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88 GUNTER PILZ

(c) Let P(A) be the subalgebra of M(A) generated by id^ and the constant
functions. The elements of P(A) are called polynomial functions.

(d) For n G N let
LnP(A):={f<=M(A)\\/TQA,\T\^n3p<=P(A):flT =

(These functions can be "interpolated" by polynomial functions on any n places.)
(e) LP(A):= nn£NLnP(A). The elements in LP(A) are the "local polynomial

functions".

It is interesting to find all algebras which enjoy one of the following four
properties:

Definition 2.3. An algebra A is

polynomially complete if and only if P(A) = M(A);
locally polynomially complete if and only if LP(A) = M(A);
affine complete if and only if P(A) = C(A);
locally affine complete if and only if LP(A) = C(A).

Remarks 2.4.
(a) Our definitions in 2.3 differ slightly from those in (3)-(9), for these authors

consider also functions in several variables.
(b) One has (see e.g. (3))

r%c\\ cnmnl

^ ^~^~~~^~~~^^~~~^™ L^^^l* V^V/1HI/1 # ——— — — — — — — —— — — — —— — — — ̂

I , loc_ pOi. compU 1 :

i ! M
P(A) C LP.(A) C ••• Q UP(A) C LiP(A) C C,(A) C M(A) = LXP(A)

i ; i i] L loc. aff. comply--'• j
J_ oflF P A m n l J

" — » 1 L .

(c) If A is an ft-group (the underlying group written additively) then all guys from
P(A) to M(A) are near-rings w.r.t. + and °.

In this case, C(A) can be written as

C(A) = {/ G M (A) | V/ =a AV/ G/VaeA:/(f l + i ) - /(a) G /}

Hence all near-rings N contained in C(A) are gentle on A if A is just a group (or, more
generally, if every normal subgroup of (A, +) is an ideal of A, as is the case for the rings Z
and Zn).

(d) Every polynomially complete algebra is simple (see e.g. (6)).

Examples 2.5.
(a) Let A be a commutative ring with identity. Then the polynmial functions are

as usual.
A is polynomially complete iff A is a finite field (see (6)).
By Lagrange's theorem, R is locally polynomially complete.
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So P(Z2) = M(Z2), but (see (14))
P(Z4) = C(Z4), and

i = {/EC(Za) = 2/(2) -
P(Z8) ^ ^ ^ g / / ( 5 ) = 2/(3)-/(I), /(7) = 6/(1) + 3/(2)

For further results, see (14) and (7).
(b) Let (A, +) be a group.
Then P(A) = {f:a ^>ao + nta + at+ • • • +nra + ar\rE.No,aiEA,nie.Z}

= I(A) + MC(A) ((6) and (7))
(where I(A) is the d.g. near-ring generated by the inner automorphisms of A).

The polynomially complete groups are Z2 and the finite non-abelian simple groups,
(6). For more, see (7), (9), (3) and (4).

Now we try to apply the structure theory of near-rings to get further results. In
order to do this, we need some lemmas.

Lemma 2.6 (9,12). Let the universal algebra A be a subdirect product of the
algebras A{ (i G / ) . Then for all f G C{A) there exist uniquely determined /, G C(A,)
with / ( ( . . . , a,, ...)) = ( . . . , Ma,),...) for all ( . . . , a,,...) G A. If f G P{A) then all /,
are in P(A).

From now on, we will exclusively deal with O-groups, the group operation written
additively with neutral element 0. First we need some converse of 2.6.

Notation 2.7. (a) Let P0(A) and C0(A) be the zero-symmetric parts of P(A) (C(A),
respectively), i.e. the subnear-rings consisting of all maps which take 0 into 0.

(b) Let A be the direct sum of the fi-groups A (i G 7) and let ft be in C(Ai) such
that almost all (i.e. all but a finite number) of the /,'s belong to C0(A,). Define
/ := 0 .e ; /• by / ( ( . . . , a,,...)) : = ( . . . ,/,(fli),...) for ( . . . , a,,...) G A.

Definition 2.8. Let the situation be as in 2.7(b).
(a) The direct sum of the A's is nice if / G C(A).
(b) The direct sum of the A's is kind if / G P(A) whenever all /, are in P(A).

Proposition 2.8 (cf. (9)), Let A be the direct sum of the 0,-groups A (i G 7), such
that A has no "skew congruences", which means that all ideals of A are direct sums
of ideals of A,. Then this sum is nice.

Proof. Take /, G C(A) such that almost all /, are in C0(A)- Then ©, e / / ; : A -> A.
We have to show that / G C(A). Take / «£ A and ( . . . , a,,...),(..., bh ...) G A such
that ( . . . , a,,...) — (. . . , bu...) is in /. Then / splits into the direct sum ©,e/ Ji with
J-, «£ A,. Hence all a, — fc, G J,. Since all /, are compatible, we get / ( ( . . . , ah ...)) —
/(( . . .,bj, ...)) = (..., fi(ai) - fi(bi),...) G ©, e / Jii = / and / is shown to be compatible.

Examples 2.9. It is shown in (15) that direct sums of rings with identity are kind;
it is mentioned in (9) that (finite) direct sums of rings with identity or of finite groups
with relatively prime order are nice.
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This motivated the following

Conjecture 2.10. A direct sum is nice iff it is kind, which happens iff A has no
skew congruences.

Definition 2.11. For an fl-group A let

LisPiA) : = {/ E M(A) | Vo,, a2 E A3p E P(A): p(0) = /(0), />(«,) = /(a,),
p(a2)=f(a2)}.

Remark 2.12. L2jP(A) is then a near-ring between L3P(A) and L2P(A). (It is
known that for ft-groups L^PiA) = C(A).)

From the density theorem for near-rings (see e.g. (10)) we get that "2,5-fold
transitivity implies density":

Theorem 2.13. Let A be an Cl-group such that P<£A) is no ring. If M(A) =
L2jP(A) then A is locally polynomially complete.

Proof. If A is as in the statement then N := P(A) is as follows: No is not a ring,
N*N0 is 2-fold transitive on A-{0}. By Theorem 4.65 of (10), N is dense in M(A),
thereby fulfilling the finite interpolation property, whence M(A) = LP(A).

Examples 2.14. (a) Let A be a group. Then P0(A) is a ring iff A is an "L-group",
which means that all conjugated elements commute (see (2) or (10)).

(b) If A is a ring with identity then Po(A) is a ring iff A is a Boolean ring. If A is a
simple ring then P0(A) is a ring iff A is either isomorphic to the field Z2 or if A is a
zeroring (see (12)).

The next proposition holds for all n E N instead of 2,5, but we will need it only in
this case.

Proposition 2.15. Let A = B © C be nice. If L^PiA) = C{A) then LzjP(B) =
C(B).

Proof. Take bx,b2EB and some fEC(B). Define f:A^A by f(b + c) := f(b).
Then / is the direct sum of / and the zero map in the sense of 2.7(b), and hence
compatible. Therefore 3p GP(A):p(0) = /(0), p(bd = f(bi) (/= 1,2). If p splits into
PA 0 PB as in 2.6 then pA "interpolates" / at 0 and at bu b2. Therefore L2iP(B) =
C(B).

Corollary 2.16. Let A be a nice direct sum of Q,-groups A (i e / ) . / /
C(A) then UiP(A{) = C(A,) for all i E I.

Theorem 2.17. / / A is a kind direct sum of simple il-groups A, (i G /) such that
no Po(A,) is a ring and L^jPiA) = C(A) then A is locally affine complete.

Proof. If / e / then, by 2.16, L2^P(A,) = C(Ad = M{A{) (since A, is simple), so
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LP(Ai) = M(Ai) by 2.13. Now take a, = ( a l h . . . ) , . . . , a n = ( . . . . , a n i , . . . ) E A
and some / G C(A) which may split into ©i e / /) as in 2.6. Then

Vi G I3Pi G P(A)Vk G { 1 , . . . , n): p,(««) = /;(afa).

Almost all p, can be taken out of P0(Ai)Q C0(A,). If p := ®iei p, then p £P(/1) and
Vk G { 1 , . . . , n}:p(a*) = f(ak). So LP(A) = C(A) and ,4 is locally affine complete.

Corollary 2.18. Let A be the direct sum of simple rings with identity and let
L2jP(A) = C(A). Then A is locally affine complete.

Proof. By 2.9, direct sums of rings with identity are kind. Po(A) is no ring unless
Ai is a simple Boolean ring; in this case, A-, is isomorphic to Z2. But then we also get
that LP(Aj) = P(Aj) = C(Ai) = M(A) which shows that in this case 2.17 also works if
Po(A) is a ring.

Problems 2.19. Is 2.10 true?
Since simple non-abelian groups are not L-groups, it makes sense to ask: Let A be

the direct sum of simple non-abelian groups. Does L2^P{A) = C(A) imply that A is
locally affine complete?

When is the direct sum of polynomially complete (locally polynomially complete)
groups, rings, etc. locally affine complete?

Can one get similar results concerning chain conditions for gentle near-rings as for
tame near-rings?

3. Structure theorems

Again, let A be an fl-group, written additively with zero element 0. Polynomials
are excellent for describing generated ideals:

Theorem 3.1. For aE.A, let (a) be the principal ideal of A generated by a. Then
(a) = {p(a) | p G P0(A)} (see 2.8).

Proof, (a) Let N := P0(A). Since (a)^A, (a)^NA by 2.4 (c), hence (a)*aNA,
whence {p(a) | p G P0(A)} = NaC (a).

(b) Conversely, we will show that this Na is an ideal of A containing a, from
which we get (a)Q Na.

(i) Because of id* E.N, a= id(a) G Na.
(ii) Clearly, Na is a subgroup of (A, +).
(iii) VbGA\fp(a)GNa:b +p(a)-b = (b_ + p - b)(a), where b_ is the constant

polynomial function with value b. Now b_ + p-b_EP(A) and (b. + p-b)(0) =
b + p(0)-b = b-b = 0, so6+p-ft£Nand b+p(a)-bENa.

Hence Na is normal in (.<4, +).
(iv) Let to be an n-ary operation on A and bu • • •, K G A, Pi(a),..., pn(a) G Na.

Consider

b := w(b, + pi(a),..., bn+pn(a))-a)(b,,..., bn).
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Let q be the polynomial &(b.i + Pi, ...,&_„+ pn) — <o(b_i,... ,bj,). Then q(a) = b and
<j(0) = 0, therefore b = q(a) £ Na.

Theorem 3.2. Let N be a near-ring between Po(A) and C(A). Then every minimal
ideal S of A is an N0-group of type 2.

Proof, (i) Since 5 =a A, S*aNA by 2.4(c), so 5 =s NoA which shows that 5 is an
No-group.

(ii) Because of icU G No we get N0S = S# {0}.
(iii) By 3.1, the ideal <s) generated by s G 5 is given by {p(s) | p G P0(A)}.
(iv) Let T =£ NoS. Then Vn G N0Vf G T: n(t) G T. By (iii), Vt G T: (t) C T, so T =£

A and T C 5.
(v) Since S is minimal, we see from (iv) that S is No-simple.

(vi) Let So be in 5 - {0}. Then Noso = (•$<>} = S. So NoS is strictly monogenic and of
type 2.

From (iv) of the preceding proof we see that every N0-subgroup of A is an ideal of
A, hence an ideal of NA. So we get

Corollary 3.3. Every zero-symmetric near-ring between P0(A) and C(A) is tame
(on A).

So in this case, "N-subgroup", "ideal of NA" and "ideal of A" all mean the same.

Theorem 3.4.
(a) Let A in 3.2 be a simple group. Then P(A) is dense in Maff(r) (if A is abelian)

or otherwise in M(A).
(b) If A is a simple ring with identity then P(A) is dense in M(A).
In the second case of (a) and in (b), A is locally polynomially complete (5).

Proof, (a) follows from the density theorem 4.52 of (10) and the fact that P0(A) is
a ring iff A is an L-group; but a simple L-group is abelian. P(A) is 2-primitive on A.

We only have to show that G '•= Au tp^A) = {id} (10, 4.54) if A is non-abelian:
Let h G G. Suppose that h * id. Then 3a G A: -a + h(a)& {0} = Z(A, +) (the cen-

tre of A); so 3b G A: -a + h(a) + b # b + (-a + h(a)).
Since h is 1 - 1, 3c G A: b = h(c).
Hence (-a +h(a)) +h(c)-(-a + /i(a))^ h(c), so h(a) + h(c)- h(a)* a + h(c)-

a.
Take p0: A^* A:x-*a + x — a.
ThenpoePo(A).

h(a) + h(c) - h(a) = h(po(c)) and
a + h(c)-a=p<JLh(c)),

whence hg. AutPo(/l)(v4), a contradiction.
In this second case, A is locally polynomially complete—a result due to H. Kaiser

(5).
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(b) Let A be a field.
P0(A) is a ring iff A is Boolean (by 12).
If A is Boolean then As=z2 and M^Zj) = M(Z2).
Anyhow, we compute (cf. (11) AutPdiA)(A, +); in order to do this, we take some h

from it. Let a G A\{0}.
Since /i(x2 ° a) = x2 °/i(a), /i(a2) = /i(a)2.
Also, /i(ax °a) = ax° h(a), so /i(a2) = ah(a).
Hence (a - /i(a))(/i(a)) = 0. Now take a : = /i"'(l). Then (a - 1) • 1 = 0, whence

1 = a = /T'(l). Since Autp^A) is fixed-point-free by (1) or (10), h~l = h = id.
By the density theorem, P(A) is dense in M(A).
So in any case, P(A) is dense in M(A) and A is locally polynomially complete.

Theorem 3.5. Let A either be a group or a ring with identity and the direct sum of
simple {or minimal) A,-'s of the same kind.

Then P(A) is a subdirect product of 2-primitive near-rings N;=C(A) (i G / ) which
are dense in

(a) Mtf^Ai) (where Di is a skew-field which makes A into a vector space) iff At is
an abelian group

or in

(/3) M(Ai) iff Ai is a non-abelian group.
In the ring case, we always arrive at (/3).

Proof, (i) Since A is completely reducible, the A,'s are minimal iff they are
simple.

By 3.2, the A-'s are P0(A)-groups of type 2.
(ii) The annihilators (0: A) are primitive ideals of P0(A) and Nt := P0(A)/(0:A.)

is 2-primitive on (A,+) for all i e / with (p +(0:A))(a.) = P(a.) + (0:A) for all
p G P0(A) and a, G A (see (10), 4.3b, 4.2b, and 3.14a).

(iii) As a homomorphic image of Po(A\ M is a zerosymmetric near-ring with
identity.

(iv) We consider the decomposition of / G PQ(A) into a family (/i)ie/ according to
2.6. Then the map TT, : Po(A)-*Po(A,-):/-»/, is a homomorphism with kernel {g G

So N/= P0(A)/(0: A) = Im 7T, CPO(A) and we can replace the JV/'s (if necessary)
by their isomorphic copies Im 777 to get them into P0(A).

(v) In the case of rings with identity we know from 2.9 that Im TT, = P<&At). So N{

is dense in Mo(A) by 3.4(b). For groups, we seemingly have no guarantee for equality.
So we still have to work out the group case,

(vi) We have to ask: when is Nt a ring?
If A is abelian, P0(A) is a ring, and so is Im vh hence also Nj.
Conversely, if Nf is a ring then V/GPo(A)://A,GHom(Ai, A)- In particular, we

take f:a->a + a = 2a.f£ P0(A), and for all c, d G Ai we get c + d + c + d = /(c + d) =
f(c) + f(d) = c + c + d + d, whence d + c = c + d and A is shown to be abelian.
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Hence N/ is a ring iff A, is abelian.
(vii) If A,- is non abelian then one sees as in the proof of 3.4(a) that ^

is = {id} (the p0 in this proof appears in Im IT, !).
(viii) We can now apply the density theorem 4.52 in (10) (due to G. Betsch (1)) to

get N; dense in Hom^(A> A ) iff A is abelian or dense in M0(A) in the other case.
(ix) Since n , e / (0: A ) = {0} by 2.6, P0(A) is isomorphic to the subdirect product

of the near-rings Ni.
(x) Finally, we can add the constant polynomials in P(A), which can be

decomposed into constant polynomials in P(A) by 2.6. In this way we get
HomM(A, A ) + MC(A) = M ^ A ) and M0(A) + MC(A) = M(A), respectively.

Corollary 3.6. Let A be as in 3.5. / / A is finite or, more generally, if Po(A) has the
descending chain condition for left ideals, then P(A) is isomorphic to a finite direct
sum of MaffiAiYs (where A is a finite dimensional vector space) or M0(A)'s (accord-
ing to the cases in 3.5).

Proof. If Po(A) fulfills the descending chain condition for left ideals then the
same applies to all N,'s of the last proof. Hence each N/ is isomorphic to
HomDj(A, A ) or to Afo(A), both being simple near-rings. Hence all (0: A) turn out to
be maximal, and the index set can be chosen to be finite by 2.52(b) of (10).

Finally, we again add the constant maps as in the preceding proof.

Corollary 3.7. Let A be as in 3.5. Then Po(A) is 2-semisimple.

Problems 3.8. Which classes of algebras have the property that direct sums of
(locally) polynomially complete algebras are locally affine complete?

Can one conclude some kinds of completeness out of certain subdirect represen-
tations?

When is S in 3.2 faithful (then No would be 2-primitive on S with identity, so the
density theorem is at hand)?

Acknowledgement. The author thanks Dr. Kaiser (Vienna) for a large number of
highly appreciated suggestions and remarks.

Addendum. Private communications from Dr. Kaiser (Vienna, Austria)
and Dr. Kaarli (Tartu, USSR) and the paper "On on the concept of length in the sense
of Lausch-Nobauer" by G. Eigenthaler (J. Austr. Math. Soc. 24 (1977), 162-169) have
revealed the answer to Conjecture 2.10:

A is nice O A has no skew congruences <= A is kind. 53 © Z3 is nice, but not kind.
For abelian groups, "nice" and "kind" are equivalent. See also the forthcoming paper
"On near-rings generated by the endomorphisms of some groups" by K. Kaarli. This
paper implies that L2jP(A) = C(A) ^ A is locally affine complete (2.19).
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